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Title: YMCA Wimbledon Construction Working Group Minutes – DRAFT  

 
 
Attendance 
 

 Name Organisation Attendance 
(Y/N)/N)  

Initials  

Aimee Howard  SEC Newgate  Y  AH  

Andy Matthews  Resident Representative  Y  AM  

Beth Park  SEC Newgate   Y  BP  

Bianca De Stavola  Resident Representative  N  BDS  

Charlie Rattigan SEC Newgate Y CR 

Cllr Hayley Ormrod  Merton Council  N  HO  

Cllr James Holmes  Merton Council  N  JH  

Cllr Paul Kohler  Merton Council  N  PK  

Craig Hurring Love Wimbledon  N  CH 

John Lawrence  Friends of Wimbledon Town 
Centre  

Y  JL  

Jonathan Seckington  Resident Representative  Y  JS  

Julia Seckington  Resident Representative  Y  JUS  

Keith Bowler  Martin Arnold  N  KB  

Kevin Casey  Thornsett  Y  KC  

Lynette Shanbury  Polka Theatre  N  LS  

Mark Shambrook  Neilcott Construction  Y  MS  

Nick Allen Neilcott Construction  Y  NA 
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David Boden (Mark White 
replacement)  

YMCA St Paul’s Group  Y  DB  

Revd Mark Eminson  Holy Trinity Wimbledon  N  ME  

Sarah Willis  Friends of South Park Gardens  N  SW  

Sophie Day  Resident Representative  N SD  

 

1.  Welcome and apologies 

1.1 AH went through the virtual meeting procedure and did a roll call of attendees.  
1.2 Members of the Construction Delivery Team (CDT) introduced themselves individually.  

1.3 There was an introduction to David Boden from YMCA St Paul’s Group, who was standing in 
for Mark White who was unable to attend.  

1.4 AH announced that she will be leaving SEC Newgate and therefore the Project Team for the 
YMCA scheme. CR would now be supporting BP with the project.  
 

2.  Minutes of the previous meeting 

2.1 AH proposed a motion to approve the minutes of the previous meeting.  
2.2 All attendees approved the minutes.  
 

3. Introduction to Nick Allen – new project manager  

3.1 There was a brief introduction to the scheme’s new on-site manager, NA.  

3.2 MS notified members that NA had taken over from Rob Williams as the main site contact for 
the project.  

3.3 AH notified members that NA’s mobile number had been circulated the previous week, and 
that any day-to-day queries should go through him.  
 

4. Update from Neilcott Construction 

4.1 MS shared a presentation on screen, which had been issued to members in advance.  

4.2 MS explained that the existing foundations had all been broken out and that the piling mat 
and main piling works had both been completed.  
4.3 MS added that the substructure works were underway, including the basement reduced 
level dig. There was an announcement that the large crane had gone up on site and that it 
would start operating from the next day.  

4.4 In terms of works planned for the next reporting period, MS listed these as: completion of 
the substructure works; piling for boundary wall and substation; construction of substation; 
commencement of the concrete superstructure and the tower crane erection.  
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4.5 MS said that due to the discovery of the mass concrete foundations last year, the 
construction programme is currently one week behind schedule. MS noted that they are 
working with the contractor to try and reduce this delay by the next Working Group meeting.  

4.6 MS showed the timeline for the construction programme to indicate to members what stage 
the current works were at.  
4.7 Looking at disruptive works specifically, MS noted that “muck away” lorries had been in and 
out of the site taking away the spoil generated by the excavations. He added that the lorry 
wheels are trying to be kept as clean as possible to keep the roads tidy and dirt free.  

4.8 MS explained that the crane erection was planned for Tuesday 1st March. He noted that the 
crane will be within the site boundary, which will ensure there are no road closures or 
disruptions. He added that the crane will be fitted with zone restrictions so it will not tower over 
any of the neighbouring properties/gardens.  

4.9 AM asked whether there will be any noise from these works. MS responded that the noise 
will mainly arise from lorry and construction machinery movements. He added that the 
demolition phase was mostly finished, so it was now just regular construction noise generated 
mostly from the concrete lorries.  
4.10 AM asked how many concrete lorries would be in use during the construction period. NA 
responded that there would be a maximum of 12 concrete lorries visiting the site daily, however 
it will be dependent on the type of works that are being done. AM raised concerns about lorries 
backing up onto Trinity Road, but MS assured members that this will be avoided at all costs.  
4.11 Moving on to dust, noise and vibration monitoring, MS reminded members that there were 
two sets of monitors set up on the site, which can be viewed on the YMCA website. MS 
mentioned that the vibration sensor went off the previous day, but this was due to a construction 
worker hitting the sensor accidently.  
4.12 MS added that suspected breaches are investigated immediately by the site manager and 
rectified. He also mentioned that notes are added onto the live portal to explain the cause of the 
larger breaches.  
4.13 MS showed some progress photos on screen. This included an image of the piling mat, 
lorries stacked on site and some updates photos of the piling process. There was also an image 
of the completed crane base. On the next slide, MS informed members that the trees around 
the fence have been removed ready for piling and the fence was in the process of being 
replaced.  

4.14 AM asked whether the trees were on the site land. MS responded that there had been a 
prior agreement with the neighbours that the current trees would be removed in order to build 
a new wall. He also reassured that these trees would be replaced.  
4.15 JUS asked whether lorries would be passing through South Park Road. MS replied that any 
lorries should not be going along South Park Road or even Trinity Road, and that they should all 
enter and exit from The Broadway. MS added that he had seen some construction vehicles on 
South Park Road, but these did not belong to Neilcott.  
4.16 AH thanked MS for his presentation and opened the floor to any questions.  

4.17 JS asked what the site hours were as the days were getting longer, with increased sunlight. 
NA and MS confirmed that the site hours were 8-6 during the week and then 8-1 on Saturdays, if 
required.  
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4.18 JS requested clarity on whether further shaking or noise is to be expected in the near 
future. MS replied that the majority of the nosiest works were complete, so noise and vibration 
would no longer be a significant issue.  

4.19 JUS then asked how long the crane would be up for and added that a neighbour’s 
daughter has been “spooked” by the large crane. MS replied that the crane would be up for 
approximately a year.  

4.20 AM queried about an update on the discharging of planning conditions. MS responded 
that all the below ground conditions had been discharged and that there are around 10 above 
ground applications which are currently with the Council planning department.  
4.21 AM asked if a planning tracker could be sent round to the residents. MS said that a tracker 
would be sent to AH, who would then issue it to AM.  

4.22 AM queried whether there had been any changes to the design of the building and if so, 
could he be kept updated. MS responded that there had been no changes to the design thus 
far and that there was no intention of any changes being made in the future. 
 

5. Update from Thornsett and YMCA St Paul’s Group  

5.1 DB said that some of the current YMCA residents had similar concerns about shaking and 
noise issues during the demolition period, but now that this phase has ended, things have been 
quieter. He added that some painting and decorating has been done in the current building to 
brighten up the interior, and the morale, in the interim.  

5.2 DB praised Neilcott for their engagement with managers and residents and for providing 
regular updates about the development. DB went on to say that he was impressed by the 
tidiness of the site compared to other developments.  

5.3 DB then stated that the heads of service are continuing to work on some internal designs for 
the building. He added that there is a buzz around the departments as the development starts 
to progress into the construction stage. DB concluded that both the residents and managers are 
relatively happy at this stage.  

5.4 JS asked when the YMCA plans to move into the new building. DB answered that they 
estimate the date to be in 18 months’ time. JUS then asked how many rooms there was going to 
be in the new building. MS confirmed that there would be 121 en-suite rooms compared to 111 
single rooms in the current building.  

5.5 JS noted that there were quite a few people who were not on the call and then enquired 
about the protocol going forward. JS expressed some concern about the possibility that certain 
members may have lost interest in the scheme and asked whether it would be possible to find 
replacement members.  

5.6 AH said that councillors and resident members originally indicated their interest by 
requesting to be a part of the working group. BP added that the two regular councillors who 
usually join the call were attending the Council budget meeting, which is why they were absent. 
BP suggested that a provisional date should be agreed at the end of every group meeting, and 
there should be some follow up to confirm the date to ensure that most members can attend.  
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5.7 AM suggested that there may be new councillors present at the meetings after the local 
elections in May. He then asked about land where the hoarding was located outside the current 
site. KC replied saying it belonged to Thornsett and was currently just empty waste ground. He 
added that it will be developed when Phase 2 starts.  

5.8 AM then shared a photo of the worn billboard, with old McDonald’s advertising, outside the 
building. He then asked if Thornsett were taking the revenue from the billboard. KC said they 
were not taking the revenue and agreed that the hoarding was in a poor state. He added that 
the plan was to remove the hoarding and replace it in due course.  

5.9 KC mentioned that members of the team had been down to the site to remove the hoarding, 
however they were stopped and were incorrectly told they needed planning permission to take 
it down.  

5.10 AM probed about potential plans to dress the hoardings around the site. DB responded 
that the branding team were in the process of drafting designs for the new hoardings and that 
they should be with the team shortly.  

5.11 AM raised concerns about living with the Thornsett blue hoarding during the whole of the 
construction period. KC assured AM that there will be some designs drawn up from the 
marketing team to ensure the site looks more presentable.  

 

6. Working Group Members: Q&A 

6.1 KC asked members if they had looked at the timelapse video which is released every month 
on the YMCA website. He went on to praise the Neilcott team for the neatness and tidiness of 
the site. KC recommended that members should look at the video to keep up to date with the 
construction progress. AH confirmed that the video can be found at the bottom of the 
homepage on the website – www.ymcawimbledonbuild.co.uk.  
6.2 AM then asked if the whole project was going to be put into one large video at the end of 
construction. AH suggested that all the monthly videos could be collated at the end of the 
project. MS agreed that it would make for impressive viewing to see the development from start 
to finish.  
 

7. A.O.B 

7.1 AH asked if there were any other queries.  
7.2 JS asked about the degree of separation between the existing YMCA building and the works 
which are taking place in Phase 2. KC mentioned that there would likely be at least a month 
hiatus to allow the occupants of the old building to move into the new one. He added that Phase 
1 works will have to be completely finished before the Phase 2 works begin.  
7.3 AM then asked about the development site next door to the YMCA and queried whether any 
contact had been made with the developer. MS noted that they had not yet appointed a 
contractor as they had not yet received planning permission. However, he assured that once 
they do, they will keep in constant contact to avoid disruption and traffic in the surrounding 
area.  
 

8. Date of next meeting 
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8.1 The date of the next meeting was provisionally agreed as Wednesday 8th June at 6pm and 
will be held on Zoom. AH said that this would be noted down but that if anyone had any issues 
with the date, to make her aware.  
8.2 AH thanked the attendees for their time and closed the meeting.  


